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US stocks kicked off the week with gains overnight, reacting
to positive Covid-19 vaccines news despite mounting cases
in the US ahead of major corporate earnings. The Dow Jones
was little changed (+0.03%), the S&P500 picked up 0.84%,
mainly because of the gains in consumer discretionary, info tech
and communication services stocks. NASDAQ outperformed with
a 2.5% increase that propelled it to another all-time high. A
vaccine developed by both AstraZeneca and Oxford University
triggered an immune response to Covid-19, an encouraging
development of the ongoing global vaccine race to end the
pandemic.





European stocks generally ended in positive territories save
for the FTSE 100 (-0.5%). The UK has ended its extradition treaty
with Hong Kong, worsening its relation with China. Asian stocks
traded on mixed notes- shares fell in Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Korea but gained in Japan and China. Alibaba’s payment arm Ant
Group (previously Ant Financial) is seeking a valuation of more
than $200b as it plans for a dual listing in both Hong Kong and
Shanghai. Futures are indicating higher openings in Asian
stocks later this morning. Key US earnings this week are
Coca-Cola, Lockheed Martin, and United Airlines.
US treasury yields recorded minor movements overnight. 10Y
benchmark UST yield fell by nearly 2 basis points to 0.61% and
yield on the 2Y notes was little changed. Gold price extended
gain (+0.41%) to $1817.77/ounce, its highest level in more than
nine years. Crude oil prices rebounded overnight as WTI gained
0.5% to $40.81/barrel and Brent crude was 0.3% higher at
$43.28/barrel.
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Overnight Economic Data


Data were limited to Japan inflation numbers and trade
report. The CPI ex-fresh food inflation was at 0% following two
months of negative rates. June exports was still 26% lower
compared to last year. New Zealand services PMI rebounded
back above 50.





USD/MYR finished virtually unchanged (-0.02%) at 4.2635 on
Monday, in line with our neutral expectation. In the week ahead,
we stick to our view of a neutral USDMYR, again MYR is still
vulnerable to fragile sentiment. Baring from any major
fundamental factor such as the escalation of US-China tensions.
The pair should still sit comfortably within 4.25- 4.29 in our view.
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Up Next
Date
21/07

On the FX front, the greenback weakened for the second
session, the DXY fell 0.1% to 95.832. The USD fell against
nearly all G10 save for the JPY and was little changed against the
CHF. GBP led the gains. The bearish momentum looks set to
continue at the start of the week, with DXY looking to move below
95.90. MTD low was at 95.78 on 15 July.



Japan

22/07

Event
US Chicago Fed Nat Activity Index (Jun)
JP Machine Tool Orders YoY (Jun F)
HK CPI Composite YoY (Jun)
AU RBA Minutes of Jul. Policy Meeting ()
NZ Credit Card Spending MoM (Jun)
MA CPI YoY (Jun)
MA Foreign Reserves (15 Jun)
US MBA Mortgage Applications (17 Jun)
US FHFA House Price Index MoM (May)
US Existing Home Sales MoM (Jun)
JP Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg (Jul P)
JP Jibun Bank Japan PMI Services (Jul P)
AU Westpac Leading Index MoM (Jun)

Source: Bloomberg
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Macroeconomics


Forex
MYR (Neutral)

Japan inflation stayed subdued, below central bank’s target:
Japan headline inflation was unchanged at 0.1% YOY in June (May:
+0.1%). The closely watched BOJ gauge, CPI ex fresh food inflation
was unchanged compared to last year following two months of declines
(May: -0.2%). This reflects higher prices of household goods and
medical care and a smaller fall in cost of transport and communication.
Inflation remained very subdued and way below the BOJ’s 2% target.

 USD/MYR finished virtually unchanged (-0.02%) at 4.2635 on Monday, in
line with our neutral expectation In the week ahead, we stick to our view of a
neutral USDMYR, again MYR is still vulnerable to fragile sentiment. Baring
from any major fundamental factor such as the escalation of US-China
tensions. The pair should still sit comfortably within 4.25- 4.29 in our view.
 Factors supporting: Economic recovery
 Factors against: Risk aversion, US-China relations, domestic politics





Japan international trade remained weak despite economy
reopening: Japan exports grew 1.4% MOM in June, its first monthly
increase in four months. Nonetheless, the rebound still translates into
a whopping 26.2% YOY decline in June, following the 28.3% decrease
in May. This marks exports’ 19th consecutive month of contraction
since late 2018 as the Covid-19 pandemic economic shock weighed
further on an already weak trade sector. Imports fell 1.8% MOM, the
annual fall was smaller at 14.4% YOY (May: -26.2%).

USD (Neutral-to-Bearish Outlook over 1 Week Horizon)
 USD weakened on Friday, with DXY falling 0.42% to close at 95.94. the
greenback weakened for the second session, the DXY fell 0.1% to 95.832.
The USD fell against nearly all G10 save for the JPY and was little changed
against the CHF. GBP led the gains. The bearish momentum looks set to
continue at the start of the week, with DXY looking to move below 95.90. MTD
low was at 95.78 on 15 July.
 Factors supporting: Risk aversion, US-China relations, stretched low DXY
levels.

New Zealand Performance of Services PMI surged back above 50:
The Performance of Services PMI rebounded to 54.1 in June, from
37.5 in May indicating an expansion of activity in the services sector.
The survey shows recovery in real estate and hospitality during the
lockdown. The employment gauge however remained below 50
pointing to more job losses ahead.

 Factors against: Complacent markets, positive developments from global
policymakers
EUR (Neutral-to-Bullish)


EUR/USD closed modestly higher (+0.18%) at 1.1448. Pair looks to return
to the MTD high of 1.1452 on 15 July. European leaders are inching closer
to a massive stimulus deal as of writing.



Factors supporting: Solid fiscal support on confidence, recovering
economy



Factors against: Risk aversion, 2nd wave of Covid-19 infections, stretched
levels

GBP (Neutral-to-Bearish)


GBP/USD led the gains among G10 with a major 0.7% gain to 1.2661,
edging closer to the high in July.



Factors supporting: Breakthrough in news



Factors against: Risk aversion, Brexit, twin deficits
JPY (Neutral)


USD/JPY gained 0.2% to 107.27 on Monday as JPY weakened amidst
improving risk sentiment. Against a longer trend, USD/JPY stayed
relatively in a tight 106.5-107.5 range since 9 July. We still see a range of
106-108.



Factors supporting: BOJ policy, risk aversion



Factors against: Weak fundamentals

AUD (Neutral-to-Bullish)


AUD/USD closed 0.3% higher at 0.7016, returning to above 0.7 level. Pair is
looking for further gains above 0.7000.



Factors supporting: Current account, resilient economy



Factors against: Risk aversion, 2nd wave of Covid-19 infections, ChinaAustralia relations, stretched levels

SGD (Neutral-to-Bullish)
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USD/SGD fell below 1.39 to 1.3889 (-0.09%) on Monday, potentially aiming
for the recent low of 1.3875.



Factors supporting: Fed vs. MAS policy, economic recovery



Factors against: Risk aversion, trade war, US-China
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DISCLAIMER

This report is for information purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
particular recipient. The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended as an offer or
solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any of the financial instruments mentioned in this report and will not form the basis or a part of
any contract or commitment whatsoever.
The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Hong Leong Bank Berhad (“HLBB”) to be
reliable and in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by HLBB with regard to the accuracy, completeness or
suitability of the data. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of the report and do not necessarily represent the opinion
of HLBB or any of the companies within the Hong Leong Bank Group (“HLB Group”). The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and
the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of HLBB. HLBB does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this report or
to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth
herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
HLB Group, their directors, employees and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason
of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of,
contained in or derived from or omission from the reports or matter. HLBB may, to the extent permitted by law, buy, sell or hold significantly long or
short positions; act as investment and/or commercial bankers; be represented on the board of the issuers; and/or engage in ‘market making’ of
securities mentioned herein. The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. Whilst every effort is made to ensure
that statements of facts made in this report are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments
contained in this report are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and
must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any projections or forecasts mentioned in this report may
not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of
complete and accurate information. No assurance can be given that any opinion described herein would yield favorable investment results.
Recipients who are not market professional or institutional investor customer of HLBB should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor
prior to taking any investment decision based on the recommendations in this report.
HLBB may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this report, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that HLBB endorses,
recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. HLBB
does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences of its use.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This report is for the use
of the addressees only and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose,
without the prior, written consent of HLBB. The manner of distributing this report may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons
into whose possession this report may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this report, a
recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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